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Abstract: In this paper we present a study on the
electrical and mechanical characterization of NEMS
Nano Switches. Pull-in, pull-out voltages are in good
agreement with the theoretical values. However some
reliability and sticking problems are identified. To
investigate furthermore the mechanical properties of
the nanoswitch (NS) beam, we have developed a
dedicated AFM methodology to extract the Young's
modulus. A further improvement of the design is
then realized based on the results of this study.

Fig. 1. Structure of a NS. (Source (S), Gate (G), Drain (D)).
Beam: 300nm width, 1100 nm thick and 20 µm length.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Alternative device architectures and solutions might be
required to continue the trend described by Moore's Law.
NEMS Nano-Switch (NS) [1,2], may open ways for even
more complex circuits using fewer components, while
lowering the energy consumption due to the complete absence
of electrical leakage in the off-state [3]. In this paper we study
electrical and mechanical properties of such NS (Fig. 1). The
NS concept is based on controlling the current through a
mobile beam between electrodes similar to source (S) and
drain (D) in a standard MOS device. A gate (G) voltage
controls the lateral switch by electrostatically attracting the
beam. According to theory, the non-linear behavior of
electrostatic forces and Van der Waals forces between the
beam and the drain should lead to an hysteresis of the I-V
characteristics. The NS was fabricated using one-mask
process. It started with a 1.5µm thick LTO and 1.1µm thick
doped-poly-silicon deposition, followed by an RTA at
1075°C. The poly-silicon was patterned using deep-UV
lithography and a reactive-ion-etch (RIE) [4,5]. The
underlying SiO2 sacrificial layer was then removed using a
49% wet HF release to free-stand the beam. Critical Dry Point
(CDP) was used to avoid sticking. We checked the beam
release and CDP process with Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) observations (Fig. 2). In most of the cases beams were
correctly release. We just noted an over-etching (Fig. 3) on the
edge of the connection pads which depends on the length and
the concentration of the wet HF release step.

Fig. 2. Scanning Electron Microscopy image of a NS.

Fig. 3. Scanning Electron Microscopy image of the side of a NS.

II.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION

Electrical results clearly demonstrated the lateral actuation
of the beam (Fig. 4), while showing slightly lower pull-in
voltage Vpi and pull-out voltage Vpo (Fig. 5) than expected
by theory [1,2]. We noted the importance of the atmospheric
environment: care must be taken especially with humidity,
working under nitrogen or vacuum ambient lead to an
improved yield. We also experienced, on some NS, difficulties
to switch on or off (Fig. 6), with part of the NS beam sticking
or staying stuck to the drain.
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Experimentally, we first made a topographic image of the
NS device. Then a force was applied at different points along
the beam axis (Fig. 8). We used a specific XYZ feedback loop
to ensure very precise XY localization of the AFM tip on the
NS beam, the Z loop allowing for very precise control of the
applied mechanical force on the NS beam.

Fig. 4. SEM image of a NS at the ON state.
Fig. 7. Schematic of the young modulus extraction model.

Fig. 5. Experimental electrical characterization of a NS.
Measurement parameters: VS=0V, VD=3V, compliance 1nA.
Fig. 8. AFM image of a NS with the position of approach-retract curves.

Fig. 6. Experimental electrical characterization of a NS.
The beam staying stuck to the drain after ON state, as shown in Fig. 4.
Measurement parameters: VS=0V, VD=3V, compliance 1nA.

III.

AFM MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION

Mechanical properties of the polysilicon beam were
investigated by vertical and local approach-retract curves
obtained with an AFM. From the Euler-Bernoulli equation
(eq. 1) we calculated the relation between the force applied by
the AFM tip and the beam deflection ∆z (Fig. 7) [6], where x
is beam axis, u is the position along x where the force is
applied, E is the Young's modulus, F is the applied force, Iy is
the beam moment (considering a rectangle cross section), l is
the beam length, w is the beam width and t is the beam
thickness. To calculate the solution to the equation 1 we
considered the particular case where we applied the force at
the end of the beam.

Fig. 9. Approach-retract curve at point 1 (cf. Fig. 8).

Fig. 10. Approach curves at points 1 to 7 (cf. Fig. 8).
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The approach-retract curves (Fig. 9 & 10) show the tip
cantilever deflection in function of the AFM Z piezoelectric
position. During the approach, the AFM head goes down on
the sample. The tip cantilever does not move until it touches
the sample. In effect we observe a flat part on curves point 1
to 5 (Fig. 8). The shift and the absence of this flat part on
curves point 6 and 7 indicate that the sample was tilted. After
touching the sample, the AFM head approach is compensated
by the tip cantilever deflection at point 1 and by the beam
deflection at point 7. So at point 1 the slop angle of the curve
is about 45° because there is no beam to absorb the tip
cantilever deflection which is the same that the AFM head
position (after had touched the sample). Conversely at point 7
a part of the AFM head movement is compensated by the
beam deflection. So the tip cantilever deflection is lower and
the slop angle of the curve is lower than at previous points.
From these results, we calculated the force applied by the
AFM tip on the beam (FAFM TIP) and the deflection of beam
(∆zbeam). We considered that we measured the Young modulus
of the bending part of the beam (i. e. from the beam anchor to
the AFM probe contact point). Thus in our model, the beam
length depends on where we measured the Young modulus
along the beam. From the curve ∆zbeam(FAFM TIP) and using the
beam design dimensions (400nm width and 1100 nm
thickness), we extracted a beam Young's modulus E of 70 GPa
(Fig. 11A). This value is much lower than the mean value
from the literature, between 130 and 170 GPa depending on
measurement methods, crystal orientation and testing devices
(bulk, thin film, beam) [7,8,9].

Fig. 11. Extraction of the beam young modulus. A) based on design
dimensions. B) based on measured dimensions.

Such a difference can be explained by the polysilicon
deposition process [10] but the main reason is the difference
on the real dimensions of the beam compared to the design.
SEM images showed that the HF etching step to release the
beam created an over-etching on the edge of the connection
pads (Fig. 3) giving them flexibility. Moreover we extracted
the accurate dimensions of beams which are thinner and
narrower than expected due to fabrication process (polysilicon
deposition and etching). Therefore the beam is more flexible,
which explains the lower Vpi and Vpo observed previously.
The beam length is an important parameter (see eq. 1) but
above all the thickness and the width (Fig. 7) are very critical
(affecting Iy) (eq. 1). A beam 110nm thinner than designed (10%) generates a Young modulus miscalculation higher than

35% (Fig. 12). Finally the side and the edge are not exactly
straight, thus changing the beam section shape and also Iy.

Fig. 12. Young modulus miscalculation depending of the beam thickness
error.

Therefore, taking into account the real beam dimensions
obtained by SEM and AFM, we found a beam Young's
modulus of 140 GPa (Fig. 11B), which is in better agreement
with the literature [11,12,13]. We noted the apparent variation
of the Young modulus as a function of the distance from the
beam anchor, even though the Young modulus is a material
property supposed to be constant. This could be due to the
influence of the indentation phenomenon and the elastic
deformations of the material in our measurement method. To
measure the Young modulus of the beam, we measured the
absorption of the AFM cantilever deflection by the beam. At
the end of the beam, this absorption is mainly due to the beam
bending. The indentation phenomenon and the elastic
deformations are negligible. On the other end, near the anchor,
they are less negligible compared to the beam bending. Thus
the total absorption is higher than the absorption due to the
beam bending only, so that the beam appears more flexible
than in reality, explaining the lower than expected extracted
Young modulus. This explains the constant increase of the
Young modulus with the distance from the beam anchor.
Based on the same principle, we think that the influence of the
over-etching is more pronounced near the anchor than at the
end of the beam. It makes the beam appear more flexible than
expected and therefore underestimation of the Young modulus
again. Nevertheless this Young modulus measurement method
allowed to improve the beam design and structure with
different materials, to study the mechanical reliability of the
beam, and is helpful to improve the electromechanical
behavior of the NS device.
IV.

IMPROVEMENT AND PERSPECTIVES

AFM electrical characterization of the NS beam is
important to better understand what happens at the nano-scale
during a switching event. To perform in-situ AFM
electromechanical characterization [14,15] we have improved
the design of the chip, by routing the electrical signals of the
different pads (Source, Gate and Drain) to the edge of the chip
in order to observe the beam working without disturbing the
AFM tip (Fig. 13). In addition, we have also changed the
structure of the beam with the deposition of a thin layer of
platinum (Fig. 14) on the pads and on all the sidewalls of the
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beam to improve the electrical contacts and to solve the
problems of oxidation caused by humidity which disturb and
stick beams (the metal wall covering is explained in [4,5]).
Thanks to platinum the reliability and the yield of NS devices
was clearly improved [5].
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